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Safeguarding Children - Update to Senate  
 
Following the discussion of the draft Safeguarding Children Policy and the Safeguarding Adults at 
Risk Policy at Council on the 21st November, and at Senate on the 9th December, the 
Safeguarding Working Group met again to review the comments received and to address the 
issues raised. Appropriate amendments have been made to the Policy. The updated policy may be 
found at Appendix 1. The policy has been approved by Council at its meeting on the 27th March. 
 
Proposed Resolution/Action 
Senate is provided with the updated policy for information. 
 
Document Status  
Open. 
 
Previous Committee Consideration 
University Executive Committee: 4th November 2014 
Council: 21st November 2014 
Senate: 9th December 2014 
University Executive Committee: 10th March 2015 
Council: 27th March 2015 
 

 
1. Policy Update  
 
The amended policy at Appendix 1 shows the additions in red. These additions reflect the 
comments of both Council and Senate in relation to the following points raised by the committees: 
 

- Council Comments: 

o To refer to the UEC lead by name in the policy; 

o To consider including social media provisions; and 

o To ensure that provision for the use of IT systems are included in the policy. 

 
- Senate Comments: 

o To clarify the remit of the policy in relation to interactions between students, when 

some students are U18; 

o To clarify the scope of the policy, with student activities under the auspices of a 

third party being subject to the policies and procedures of that third party; and 

o To reflect on the alignment between the research dimension of the draft policy and 

existing codes of practice.  

More substantive comments from Council and Senate were also discussed; namely, those issues 
pertaining to DBS checking and training. The Working Group did not feel that the policy needed 
amendment in light of these comments, but recognised the importance of identifying the next steps 
for clarification in these areas.  
 
DBS Checking 
Council noted that enhanced clarity regarding DBS checking of University members engaging in 
University-led activities with U18s was required. The Working Group discussed the importance of 
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DBS checking, but recognised the legal limits set by the DBS (which limits DBS checking to those 
who will be involved in regulated activity) as mitigation against the potential overuse of the service. 
 
The approach discussed by the Working Group was to ensure, in the first instance, that Council 
and Senate were informed of the current list of academic programmes and activities requiring DBS 
checks. This list may be found at Appendix 2. It was also agreed that HR would progress the 
introduction of a criminal convictions disclosure question at the application stage for staff posts, in 
line with the current student application process. 
 
Additionally, an audit of activities on a wider, pan-University scale will be undertaken following the 
circulation of the policy to Heads of Department, Heads of Colleges and Heads of Professional 
Support Services. This audit will list the full range of activities of which the University is currently 
aware are undertaken that fall within the provisions of the policy and require a DBS check to be 
completed. The audit will determine whether there are additional, recently established academic 
activities that may also require DBS checks to ensure that full oversight is maintained.  
 
Training 
Following the audit of programmes and activities requiring DBS checking, a fully comprehensive 
list of roles most likely to involve working with children will be identified. Identification of such 
individuals will inform a comprehensive schedule of training to be delivered at three levels: 
 

1) Basic Online Training will be delivered to individuals who have minimal contact with 

U18s, and are unlikely to work directly with U18s; 

2) Specific Training1 sessions will be delivered to those members of the University who are 

likely to come into contact with U18s, either through academic or outreach activities; 

3) Bespoke Training sessions may be offered through external providers for those 

individuals routinely involved in activities with children, and who may be particularly 

exposed to risks related to safeguarding activities, and for named officers under the Policy.  

Roles and Responsibilities 
The role of Lead Safeguarding Officer has been aligned with that of UEC lead on safeguarding. 
The role of Deputy Lead Safeguarding Officer has been aligned with that of operational lead on 
safeguarding. 

 
 

2. Proposed Next Steps 
 

As identified above, the key next steps are as follows: 
1) Distribution of the policy to Heads of Departments, Heads of Colleges, other members of 

Senate, and Heads of Professional Support Services for information; 

2) Audit of activity involving U18s across the University following circulation of the policy; 

3) Compilation of a list of roles which require DBS checking, and concurrent identification of 

individuals to receive training; 

4) Delivery of training. 

The Working Group will continue to meet to deliver the above next steps. It will then meet on an 
annual basis to review and update the policy.  

 
 
 

                                                
1
 This training session has been drafted by Lee Worden and will be made available in due course following 

further consultation with the Human Resources Training Team. 


